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Joan Sonnenberg, who turned 90 in December, poses for a portrait in front of several of her artworks at her home in Naples on Dec. 16. Joan has enjoyed art since
she was a child and estimates she's made well over 700 pieces in her lifetime. PHOTOS BY ALEX DRIEHAUS/NAPLES DAILY NEWS/USA TODAY - FLORIDA NETWORK

One-woman show
Naples artist Sonnenberg gets a 90th birthday gift: a whole gallery
Harriet Howard Heithaus Naples Daily News | USA TODAY NETWORK – FLORIDA

J

oan Brechin Sonnenberg is receiving a belated 90th birthday bash that needs no cake; she's getting an entire art gallery. A one-woman show of her art lines the walls of Emillions Gallery on Fifth
Avenue South beginning Feb. 18. h This isn't a just a victory lap for the Pittsburgh-born artist. At
age 90, Sonnenberg is still painting, and she can't think of spending her life any other way. h
"People ask me, 'Have you stopped painting yet?' " she said. "I tell them no. I will never stop painting." And
why should she? This is a 90-year-old with a website and customers.

Joan Sonnenberg's artwork lines the walls of her home in Naples on
Dec. 16.
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Art was Sonnenberg's passion when she
was a a red-haired 10-year-old in a frock,
navigating trains and trolleys for 45 miles
from Derry, Pennsylvania, to the Carnegie
Institute by herself, for art classes. "I felt so
big and important," she recalled, beaming
at the memory.
It was her sanity while she was rearing
four children, giving her focus even when
she had to paint on the porch or create etchings in the backyard. That included working
in the snow — "when the wind was blowing
the other direction," she added, laughing at
her own zeal.
It was her solace as she cared successively for her father, who suﬀered from dementia, and then her husband, who developed Alzheimer's disease. Art was there for
her when there seemed to be no color in the
world outside those tubes and jars of bright
blues, grass greens, grape tones and nail
See ARTIST, Page 2D
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polish reds.
Now, it's her strength.

Add your dog to the credits
"I don't want to stop what I'm doing.
And I'll ﬁgure out any way I can to keep
doing what I'm doing," she declared,
padding through a North Naples home in
which every room is a rich gallery of Sonnenberg art. Sonnenberg, still barely
besting 5 feet and with deﬁning strawberry blonde waves that hint at her childhood hair color, is occasionally dwarfed
by her own works.
She still paints them, but from an ofﬁce chair. Standing is no longer an option
after Sonnenberg, sprite-sized by anyone's deﬁnition broke a hip two years ago
moving one of her larger pieces.
"Fell ﬂat on my face!" she declared,
laughing. She's able to laugh now, but the
resulting broken hip required a titanium
rod and reduced her capacity for standing long periods of time or working from
a stool. Still, she walks the family ShitzuYorkie, Jennie Belle, for several miles a
day, plumbing her neighborhood for its
artistic forms: a pen that's been left on
the street; patterns of trees; the ﬂight of
creatures, human and otherwise, around
her.
"She's my trainer," Sonnenberg joked.
She also allows her dog may be an uncredited contributor: "She takes me to
these places to see diﬀerent things — behind buildings, out in the ﬁelds. I've always had a dog to walk with. A dog inspires you to go on and look at life and
look at things."
That is the secret to an output that has
won her at least 57 awards, inclusion in a
Pittsburgh book of notable contemporary artists, four solo exhibitions around
Florida alone and inclusion in corporate
and commercial collections. Sonnenberg
has the ability to see the artistic in unlikely spots.
Among her works are a burnished
stub of faucet, a simple outdoor utility
immortalized. One zeroes in on a frizzle
of palm — not the military line of fronds
so often in paintings — surrounded by
dappled light. And another oﬀers a row
of canning jars full of garden bounty,
save for one that holds a carefully folded,
buttoned-up shirt.
"I saw it in a secondhand store," she
said, clearly delighted. In fact, delight is
the current that runs through a good deal
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Joan Sonnenberg, 89, moves a painting in her studio at her home in Naples on Dec. 16. Sonnenberg ﬁnds inspiration in the
world around her, especially while on walks with her dog. "I see things other people don't notice," she said. PHOTOS BY ALEX
DRIEHAUS/NAPLES DAILY NEWS/USA TODAY - FLORIDA NETWORK

Joan Sonnenberg
solo exhibition
Where: Emillions Art, 837 Fifth Ave. S.,
Suite 202, Naples
When: Noon until 5 p.m. daily Feb. 19
through March 5; artist's reception
5-7:30 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 18

A photo of Joan Sonnenberg's mother,
Genevieve Bell, left, sits on a table in
Sonnenberg's home in Naples on Dec.
16. Sonnenberg learned to love the
arts through her mother, who
introduced her at a young age.

of Sonnenberg's works. Out of a landscape with van Gogh waves of ﬁeld, geometrics with dots and colorful bars
emerge. A trio of near-nudes cavort on a
wildly patterned background, but they're
secondary to a bunny regarding the
viewer with a rascally grin.

Art materials are a buffet
If Sonnenberg's art sounds hard to
categorize, she'd be the ﬁrst to agree.
"I don’t seem to particularly like one
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over another," she said. "Sometimes I like
doing people. Other times I like doing
geometrics. I like it all because it gives
me a chance to explore."
Some of her more intriguing works are
of people — a rosary peddler in Kentucky, a denizen of the streets in a city.
Sonnenberg, whose cellphone is always
with her, asks before she shoots. The result always brings the viewer into a faceto-face relationship with the subject inspecting them as they inspect the subject.
"I had to take a picture of him," she declared of the ﬁrst. "I thought he was interesting because he’s got the Christian
cross and he’s got the Catholic (rosary)
beads, but he looks like a rabbi."
The second subject even oﬀered her a

choice of expressions, she said, giving
her a serious pause: "He said, 'Do you
want my sad smile, or my happy smile?' "
Sonnenberg paints abstracts as well,
mandalas of color shooting out equally
colorful rays, canvases chock-full of patterns and forms, almost always with her
strong black delineation.
Nor does she limit herself by material.
Pastel oils, acrylic, inks, metal for her
etchings. Pumice is a favorite element: "I
love using the pumice because I like texture, and the feeling of going from the ﬂat
to the texture."
It's a vestige of childhood years, when
she would sculpt from the leftover clay
her father brought home from the ceramics operations of the Westinghouse plant
in Derry. She has created sculpture, and
still occasionally does etchings.
One of them will not be seen at the exhibition. As she talked about Emillions
Gallery owner Marlissa Gardner coming
in to select art, her daugher Sue, a nurse
who lives with her mother, called out a
warning: "Don't let her in my bedroom!
She'll take my favorite one of your etchings and sell it."
With Joan Sonnenberg's art, that
sounds like a plea born of experience.
Harriet Howard Heithaus covers arts
and entertainment for the Naples Daily
News/naplesnews.com. Reach her at
239-213-6091.
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